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Congress' new act will make it harder to get loans
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) Congress appears ready to pass a Higher
Education Reauthorization Act later this
year that would make it harder for
students to get loans and cut the
amount of grant money they can get
during the next five years.
On March 3, the Senate Committee
on Labor and Human Resources sent its
version of the crucial act - S. 1965 to the full Senate, which is expected to
approve it in May or June.
ts ^ T h e House had. passed its own
version - H.R. 3700 —in December.
After a jo int congressional
committee works out a compromise

bill, it will return to both houses and to
the president for final approval.
Though present proposals seem far
from final, Congress watchers say the
Senate and House versions may be
sim ilar enough for an easy
compromise.
Among the salient features of the
bills, as they stood last week:
- Both House and Senate versions
would lower the maximum Pell Grants
for eligible students. Novy^^et at
$2,600 per year, the" House-proposed
limit would be $2,300 for 1987,
increasing by $200 a year. The Senate
committee would limit grants to

$2,400, also increasing by $200 a year.
- Both Senate and House versions
would require all students applying for
Guaranteed Student Loans (GSLs) to
provide proof of need. Currently only
students with family incomes exceeding
$30,000 a year have to demonstrate
need.
- The House would let undergrads
borrow up to $14,500 under the GSL
program, up from the current $12,500
cdling. The Senate would raise tjhie
aggregate maximum to $18,000; “^ ^ •
- For National Direct Student Loans
(NDSLs), the House would almost
halve present loans limits for

undergraduates, while almost doubling
loan limits for graduate students.
The Senate committee would retain
present levels of $5,000 for the first
two years and $10,000 for the second
half of undergraduate studies.
- Both House and Senate versions
provide for loan consolidation packages
for borrowers whose GSL and NDSL
loans exceed $7,500.
- The Senate committee would allow
proprietary schools to participate in the
College Woik/Study program. And the
House would allow Work/Study funds
to be used for private sector jobs, with
businesses paying a larger percentage of
the student’s wage. See Loans pg 6

Greeks march to Lansing to benefit P.U.S.H.
P.U.S.H. (Play Units for the Severely
Handicapped). The money will go
towards the purchase of equipment for
the handicapped.

Members of Pi Kappa Phi and Chi Omega Della al aboul the three mile mark.
,,) their journey They are lr to l) Bob Budlong. Chris Carvey. John Worth.
Pete Burkett, Karen Hardman and Robb Wilson Photo by Patty Lyons.

By Rick Miles
News Editor
On April 4 and 5, students from two
of GV SC s Greek organizations
concluded P.U.S.H. week at the campus
in a unique and charitable way.
Only one of the students
participating in the event was not a

Food Service is
improving pg 2

member of either Pi Kappa Phi
Fraternity, or Chi Omega Delta
Sorority, the two groups responsible
for conducting the push-a-thon The
project involved pushing an empty
wheelchair from the GVSC campus, to
the State Capital in Lansing.
The students took pledges for their
80-mile walk, to raise money for

Renters' rights pg3

The equipment costs $17,000, and
will be placed at one of two
development centers in West Michigan.
The equipment will go to either the
Muskegon or Coldwater Center. The
students hoped to raise $1,000, which
will be put in an escrow account until
sufficient funds are obtained for the
purchase.
Students began the trek at 12:30pm
Friday, and arrived at the Capital at
11:15am Saturday, nearly 23 hours
later. About 40 students participated,
and approximately 15 went on
continuously.
One of those students was Bob
Budlong, vice-president of Pi Kappa
Phi s chapter at GVSC. Budlong feels
the event was a success, "The
push-a-thon was a very big success for
all of us. P U S H, is the national
philanthropy for our fraternity, with ail
chapters holding an event to raise
money for the common goal"

Opinion pg 4

See P.U.S.H. pg 3

Yolanda King to
lecture at GVSC
By Henry E. Hardy
Assistant Editor
Yolanda King, daughter of Nobel
Peace Prize winner Martin Luther King
Jr , will present the William James
Synoptic Lecture at noon. Friday, April
11, at Louis Armstrong Theatre.
The William James Synoptic Lecture
series continues the tradition of
William James College in honoring the
noted radical philosopher, author,
psychologist and conservationist.
King is an accomplished actress and
writer Among her acting credits is the
role of Rosa Parks, in the NBC
television movie "King". She currently
co-directs a company ol performing
artists called NEUCLEUS. along with
Atallah Shabazz, the daughter of the
late Malcom X.
King will also speak at King Park
Church. 1 145 Franklin SE, in Grand
Rapids, at 7 pm, Fnday evening
The evening lecture will be followed
See King pg 11

"Crossroads" may

Johnson throws

be big hit pg 9

no-hitter pg 13
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College teachers receive 6.1 percent
salary raise over year
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) -Professors' salaries -- after more than a
decade of freezes and declines - rose for
the second'year in a row this school
year.
College teachers got average raises of
6.1 percent over last year, a real gain
after inflation of 2.5 percent, a
nationwide study by the American
Association of University Professors
(AAUP) released last week found
Raises last year also amounted to 2.5
percent after inflation, but budget cuts
and the hyperinflation of the seventies
had actually left the average college
professor able to buy less than he or

*

She could in 1971.
.
EVen after this year's raises,
professors' earning power is only 86
percent of what it was in 1971,' says'
Maryse Eymonerie, a consultant to the
AAUP, which is the nation's
third-largest college faculty union.
"We still have catching up to do, but
we are certainly pleased with the last
two years," adds the AAUP's Iris
Molotsky.
Full professors now make an average
of $42,500 a year, the survey found.
Many administrators earlier in the
school year predicted they'll need to
keep raising tuition an average of seven
percent a year through the rest of the

decade in order to raise money to help
pay faculty members more..
The AAUP and others in the
i academic community thank the school
reform movement, a growing shortage
of certain kinds of professors and the
general improvement in the American
economy for the raises.
"I would.say the decrease of inflation
is the most significant factor behind
reversing the decline of buying power,"
says Perry Robinson of the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT), another
major professors' union.
"6.1 percent is no big deal," he says.
"If the figure were nine of 10 percent, I
would say you could conclude there was

By Rick Miles
News Editor
The Hot Dog Bar and Galley, both
located in lower level Kirkhof Center,
have recently received changes which
result in improved services and menus
for their customers, according to Food
Services Manager Michele Cosgrove.
Cosgrove, who assumed her position
on Feb. 5, is primarily responsible for
the alterations. Citing her desire
(which is shared by the staff) to
improve the food services for those who
use them, Cosgrove explained these
changes in an interview with the

Summarizing the changes, Cosgrove
said, "We're trying to improve in all
areas regarding our services and
customers. Some of these changes
have been the result of students talking
with me and giving their input;
positive as well as negative. 1 hope
they continue to provide their input so
we can continue to improve the food
services."
Anyone with comments or
suggestions should contact Michele
Cosgrove at her office; located beside
the southwest stairs, in lower level
Kirkhof Center.

The Program Board at Grand Valley
State College continues to do a fine job
in providing entertainment for the
campus community. The Program
Board has existed for three years and has
achieved
e x c e lle n t
success,
demonstrating real commitment to their
motto, "The Best in Entertainment."
The Program Board provides a variety
of entertainment to the campus;
sponsoring
such
events
as
Homecoming and Spring Fling, the
film series, and bringing top performers
to Grand Valley. Discussing the
Board's success in obtaining top
performers, member Rick Schraeger
said, "In just three years of
organizational existence the Program
Board has brought to Grand Valley's

Lanthorn.

The changes within the Galley have
centered on it's menu. Commenting on
these changes, Cosgrove said, "We've
changed the menu to include a variety
of lighter meals as well as the
traditional full course offerings. We
have weekly specials for both breakfast
and lunch and we've expanded the
variety of baked goods available,"
adding that the baked goods are made
fresh every morning and never kept
overnight.

Ka

campus six of the ten entertainers rated
by the Chronicle of Higher Education
as the most requested acts on college
campuses."
The entertainers who've appeared at
Grand Valley have been rated in the
following order in regards to national
campus requests: Yakov Smirnoff (#1);
Andy Andrews (#2); Tom Deluca (#3);
Barbera Bailey Hutchison (#6); Edward
Jackman (#9); Jane Lybrand (#10).
The Program Board is composed of
students and faculty who continue to do
an excellent job providing quality
entertainm ent for the campus
community.
Student support is
encouraged by the Board and anyone
interested in joining the Program Board
can call 895-3295 for more
information.
Editor's N ote: Thanks to Rick
Schraeger fo r his help with this article.

y^AND|vflLLEY|i

Regarding the Hot Dog Bar,
... Cosgrove stated, "The major.change is.
the addition of sandwiches to the menu,
and an increased variety of snack foods
and baked goods. There is also a daily
special." The name of the Hot Dog Bar
will be another change taking place. A
contest is underway to rename it, with
prizes for the winning entry. Students
may obtain an entry form at the Student
Services Office, Kirkhof Center.

"We are not getting as many of the
best and the brightest we used to,"
maintains Terry Madonna, president of
the Association of Pennsylvania State
College and University Faculties.
M adonna says Pennsylvania's
legislature agreed to raise salaries by
nine percent because they realized state
schools were losing talented people and,
perhaps more forcefully, because "we
threatened to go on strike."

Program Board doing just fine
By Rick Miles
News Editor

Food Service is changing for the better

a conscious'effort to reverse the decline
in faculty salaries." ,
And still the raises aren'^enough to
drdw top-quality people to college
teaching, others add.
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Renters should know their rights
tenant's security deposit.
Reading and understanding leases is
not easy. If you think that your's is
unfair, find out about it. Many renters
don’t know their rights and end up
getting "burned". Don't let your
landlord "bum" you. As you ready
yourself to move at semester’s end, be
prepared. Find out just what your
landlord can charge you for when your
apartment is inspected by the manager.
• For more information, contact the
Tenants Union, 745 Eastern SE, Grand
Rapids MI, 49503. The phone number
at the Tenants Union is (616)
241-6429. The Union's office hours are
9-5, Monday through Friday.

As the end of the semester nears,
many renters will be packing up and
moving on. At this time, your landlord
may requiare you'to satisfy certain
statements in your lease.
Many things in your lease may seem
unreasonable and unfair. If you disagree
with or have a question about parts of
your lease, you should clear up those
cloudy areas.
If you have any
questions-ask your landlord. If he will
not answer you, call the Tenants
Union, in Grand Rapids. The staff at
the Tenants Union may be of help.
One of the most disputed concerns of
moving out of your apartment deals
with cleaning, and cleaning charges.
As reported in the Grand Rapids Press
on July 13, 1983, "The State Court of
Appeals said Tuesday that landlords
deducting cleaning charges from damage
deposits yiolate two different Michigan
’.aws." The Appeals Court also stated,
"While a grimy kitchen wall, a soiled
carpet and a stained couch are all
unattractive, the wall, carpet and couch
themselves have not been injured.’’

leave when you must,. Li
M l l i u n - lpm ,224 Coi

3:30-5pm, in the Portside Room,
Kirkhof Center,
«
/
HtdnesdflY April 1
,f
-Planned Parenthood
,]
Western Michigan offer Br
n
and Colorectal cancer sere
area womb). Cost for the
$15. Screenings will be
Planned Parenthood,Kinde
C herry' SE, in Gran
Appointments should be made in
advance by calling Suzy Reiter or Jan
Ltfnquist at 774-7005.

Wfidncsday..April

For the /
Valley, A]
available

Management 341 Sponsors a dance
Admission is $1, with proceeds going
to the Make a Wish Foundation. In
addition, there will be a wishing well,
for donations, located in the Kirkhof
Center until April 25.

3ft

O.N.E. (Adult Learners Groi
invites students, 25 and older
■

P .U .S .H .

P.U.S.H. con’t from pg 1
Delta's GV campus), were instrumental
in making the push-a-thon a success,”
said Budlong.
Alee coordinated the event, Wilson
and Carvey worked together to include
both organizations in a spirit of
friendship and support.
Carvey also felt the event went well,
"We're definetly pleased. It was a lot of
hard work, but it was worth it," she
said. The two groups are planning to

With the support and effort of the
students who marched, and those who
pledged donations, the event raised
$1,500. Budlong cited the work of all
who were involved as being crucial to
their success, especially three key
persons who organized and coordinated
the event.
"Ralph Alee, Robb Wilson (president
of Pi Kappa Phi’s GV chapter) and

The state's Landlord-Tenant Relations
Act antf Consumer Protection Act bar
landlords from deducting anything but
the cost of repairing damages, unpaid
utility bills or overdue rent from the

*
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If you're tired of the high cost of utilities

Grand Valley Apartments

.

Has the solution:

Come live in

New Solar Envelope Buildings

All units completely furnished
^Spacious rooms, fully carpeted.
*Walking distance to campus.
* Convenient laundry facilities.
*
Large clean yard with fire pit.
*Sunhathing balconies and porches.
Apartments are still available for summer and fall!
Come talk to Dave and learn the amazing concept of Solar
Envelope apartment living.
Don't delav, they're going fast!!!
Summer Rates '(May 19 -August 19)
1 bedroom $525.00 entire summer
2 bedroom $750.00 total ($250.00 per month)

G:ruiid '7 slLIb
Office hours: 2:00-4:00 p.m. weekly
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O p in io n '
N otes from A© mideirgromidh
The need to encourage peaceful dissent
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"When you make peaceful
revolution impossible, then you
make
violent
revolution
inevitable "
-President John F. Kennedy
Henry E. Hardy
Assistant Editor
A mass movement has developed in
the united states to oppose the war
machine and state and corporate racism.
Students at scores of universities have
engaged in progressively more and more
direct demonstrations this year, focusing
primarily on South Africa and the
illegal undeclared "Secret War" in
Central America.
Tens of thousands of people have
been arrested in acts of civil
disobedience and protest since the
beginning of 1985.More than 3,000,
including nineteen u. s. congresspeople,
have been arrested in the protests at the
Washington, d. c. embassy of the south
african government
Hundreds of students at colleges and
universities such as u. c. berkeley,
northwestern, penn state and smith
college, have faced arrest in occupation
and protests.
But, antiwar and antiapartheid
protestors are a minority at many
campuses, including grand valley state.
It is true that grand valley has been a
leading institution in divesting its
holding in the 1970’s (when required to
do so by law), and that an honorary
degree has been offered to black radical

Winnie Mandela. I wonder if she ever
recieved the letter, and if any attempt
has been made by the administration
here to contact her 'by cable or by
phone, and insure that she did indeed
recieve the invitation to recieve the
honorary degree?
But, as I said, antiwar and antiapartheid
protestors are still only a vocal minority
at some places like gvsc. Obviously,
some of us would like to change this,
and the trend nationally now is clearly
toward more leftist campus activism
than has been seen since the 1960's.
So, the question is, how will we
interact with the conservative way that
things are now in our attempt to make
fundam ental changes such as
reinstituting a democratically governed
alternative college such as Thomas
Jefferson or William James College.
Will we be part of the system,
working from within with the
cooperation of the administration in
providing a variety of educational
choices instead of one bland generic
education, or will we be outcasts, given
only the unpalatable alternatives of
conformity or confrontation?
At least so far as I can observe, the
upper levels of the administration are
more receptive now to constructive
progress for change than they have been
for some time. President Lubbers,

Robert Kleiner of the Board of Control,
Provost Niemeyer, WGVC-FM's Sam
Eiler and others have given generously
of their time and experience to help us
eventually put WSRX-FM back on the
air.
It is mainly at the lowest levels that
there are problems. Prof. Leeling, a
member of the administrative censorship
board, the so-called "newspaper advisory
board”, feels that it is ok for him to
grab a student's tape recorder and run out
of the room with it after a meeting.
Police powers are abused to force a fired
employee back onto an unwilling editor.
The process of selecting an editor is so
abused by the board that our current
editor was selected over myself despite
the fact that I had more than 40
published articles to my name and Oran
had never even worked at a paper before.
Oran and I both agree that this happened
because the committee had effectively
blacklisted me from the job because of
my political views.
Grievances against administrators are
stonewalled, and often recieve no written
response for months. I filed a grievance
against the policy of requiring posters to
be stamped for approval by the Student
Services office in November of 1984,

and there still has been no satisfactory
resolution. Of all of the hundreds of
bulletin boards on campus, a handful in

out of the way places have been
designated as opinion boards. Well, I
guess that we are supposed to feel that
going from 0% free speech on the
boards to 1% free speech on the boards
is a big concession. We should be
grateful.
On the other hand, those who are
favored by administrators might find
that they have a considerably easier time
of it in the judicial process.
And then there are the death threats.
The same sore former employee who
has been giving us such a hassle for
firing him threatened, in the presence of
a witness, to "beat the shit" out of me,
and to kill me. This was right in the
Student Services office, in front of the
building manager. But will anything be
done? Don't count on it
So, we are supposed to work "within
the system." But, the system at bland
valley is profoundly regressive,
retreating into the platitudes of the
1950's and away from the progressive
and forward looking programs like
Thomas Jefferson and William James
College. It is inevitable that there will
be conflict.
But we must all try (myself included)
to insure that there is a willingness to
compromise, and a committment to
fairness and honesty by both students
and administration.

QmMketttmUy Spsdttmg: Grand Valley State of Entropy!!
A silent disorder...
By Oran Rankin
Staff Writer
"The State, in choosing men to serve
it, takes no notice of their opinions. If
they be willing faithfully to serve it,
that satisfies."
--Oliver Cromwell, 1644
My interview for editor really was
benign Not more than general
questions were asked, and it lasted not
more than ten or fifteen minutes. The
Newspaper Advisory Board seemed to
take no notice of my opinions, just my
usually quiet and conservative exterior
I even wonder if my sample writing
was read 1 had to submit a work of
longer writing, and 1 turned in what 1
thought was a pretty gtxsd term paper.
It was entitled 'C rystalline
Geo Politics An Overview of the
Antarctic." Inspired by heroes such as
Kropotkin and Bakunin, it concluded
with recom m endations heavily
influenced by anarchist thought But
they hired me anyway They hired an
Anarchist'
What a wonderful school. 1 thought
W hat freedom I II have, what a
difference I'll be able to make. They put
me in control of a literary canvas just
waiting to have a myriad of ideas
splashed on in psychadelic creativity
I went home for Christmas break,
brimming over with ideas and
possibilities. What an opportunity' I

was appointed editor of the student run
press at a fair sized state college. I
couldn't get over it, and I spent the
eptire vacation dreaming of what the
new progressive Lanthom was going to
be.
1 just have to laugh in hindsight.
How unprepared I was! My experience
was nil. I had only been in the
Lanthom office once before, and I had
never worked on any publication
previous
to being
appointed
Editor-in-Chief.
0 f course, I was hired to keep the
only other potential editor out of office,
Henry Hardy. In his interview the NAB
was extremely interested in his political
slant, while I was subjected to no such
political inquiries. But I decided to hack
it out anyway. A mistake.
Bob Stoll, the chairperson of the
NAB. gave me a key to the office, and
that was it, I was the new editor
1 walked in and sat proudly at my
desk, grinning from ear to ear Soon
my smile changed to bewilderment, and
then to fear What do 1 do now ’ Where s
my staff’ Who is on the staff’ It was
just the first time that I felt like a pawn
in the greater game of administrative
.orrupuon1
Somehow, the "Special Freedom
Movement” issue came out on time It
was a good first effort, I thought. The
editorial page was just a rush of liberal
thought. Perhaps 1 could make a dent in
the stifling conservativeness of

Allendale afterall.
It only took a matter of hours for the
first diffuse and distant clouds of
disillusionment to gently nudge their
way into my consciousness. Hate
letters began pouring in, and various
law suits were threatened. I was
frightened, but not demoralized.
Weeks passed, and things got
progressively worse. There was so
much politiking to do that I could
barely squeeze out one short column per
week.
The Student Senate, for the most
part, became increasingly hostile. NAB
meetings became practices in
psychological brutality. One week they
"strongly urged” me to fire Henry
Hardy. Another week they lowered my
pay to half that what most other staff
members get. And always there was
quite a contingent of angry glaring
faces, wishing to see me fired, if not
lynched.
My inexperience was magnified by
the amount of pressure exerted on the
staff and 1. Well intentioned decisions
only seemed to deepen my hole. Six
staff members signed a petition to have
Henry and 1 fired. Subtle hate became
more noticeable, harder to ignore
But along the way I ve met the best
friends that a person could ever hope
for. Without them, my sometimes
tenuous psychological morale would
have completely deteriorated I love
them, and 1 hope that my decision to

resign won't hurt anyone
I'm proud of what I did. In a few
years maybe I'll forget and be forgiven
for some of the serious mistakes that
I've made. Perhaps I’ll just remember
some of the neat things that were
printed. There are some wonderful poets
and writers on campus. Thanks for
letting me print your stuff!
I'm defeated but not yet demoralized.
Next year I hope to continue
publishing, not in "Wake-Up" nor the
Lanthom. But the details can wait.
I resign.

The Lanthom, 9 April 1986; page 5.

Letters
To The Editor:
Despite the adage "don't get in an argument
with someone who buys ink by the barrer, I
feel compelled in the interest of accuracy to
respond to the untrue, fabricated allegations
you made about me in the Lanihorn of 26
March 1986. The fact is Henry, as both you
and I know, that I did not assault you (either
physically or verbally), I did not steal your tape
recorder, I did not try to run away with it, and I
never hid it at a garbage can. You're 0 for 4,
which isn’t very good reporting. No matter
how many times a lie is printed, it still
remains just what it is - a lie. If any incident
even faintly resembling what you reported had
actually occurred, I would feel that it should
certainly merit coverage as a legitimate news
item and woulfl be reported in a news article,
wouldn’t you? Why did you carefully place
such a newsworthy item on the Opinion page,
where its newsworthiness and veracity need
meet no criteria or standards, save those of the
writer?
I strongly believe that the rambling rantings
and ravings expressed in this article represent
the manifestations of a disturbed mind crying
out for help. If this perceived condition is due
to mental disturbances, I sincerely hope that
you will soon seek the necessary professional
counseling needed to get you back to normal.
If this apparent state of mind is drug-induced,
please stay away from those substances - they
appear to be having a devastating affect upon
your ability to think rationally, react normally,
write clearly and concisely, and even to spell
correctly. Again, please seek whatever help
you need, for your own good and for that of the
Lanihorn, the Grand Valley community, and
any other person or group with which you may
come in contact
Norman Leeling
To The Editor:

It is ironic that Oran Rankin titled his article
"A Perversion of Christianity." His article
shows a fairly common misunderstanding of
what true Christianity really means. Why does
it offend him that a Christian should take an
uncompromising stand. Biblical Christianity
was not some gutless philosophy. Most of the
apostles died cruel deaths such as being
crucified upside down, death by impalement
etc. In fact it is not a perversion to say
Christians are at war. IT is however a
perversion that he should reach the premature
conclusion that the group in Allendale meant
to "Arm" with guns. Our Christian rights are
being stripped away. It is time to Arm
ourselves for battle. But not with guns. Not
even against men. Consider the following
passage from Ephesians:
Ephesians 6:12-17
For our struggle is not against flesh and
blood, but against the rulers, against the
authorities, against the powers of this dark
world and against the spiritual forces of evil in
the heavenly realms. Therefore put on the full
armor o f God, so that when the day o f evil
comes, you may be able to stand your ground,
and after you have done everything, to stand.
Stand firm then, with the belt o f truth buckled
around your waist, with the breastplate of
righteousness in place, and with your feet fitted
with the readiness that comes from the gospel
of peace. In addition to all this take up the
sheild of faith, with which you can extinguish
all the flaming arrows of the evil one. Take
the helmet of salvation and the sword o f the
spirit which is the word of God.
So you see Oran, your fear is unfounded.
Those who you falsely accuse of being
terrorists are encouraging Christians to arm
themselves with truth, righteousness, peace,
faith, and salvation.

\

We, the Association of Handicapped
Students, would like to bring to your attention
the parking situation at Grand Valley. At key
locations on campus, the number of
handicapped parking spaces is inadequate.
AuSable Hall has no space for handicapped
drivers. At Mackinac Hall, too few spaces are
provided for able-bodied students, this hinders
the transporting of disabled students. At the
Calder Fine Arts Center the ramp is often
blocked.
Moreover, snow removal from handicapped
parking areas was not sufficient this past
winter.
The AHS is convinced of the
administration’s committment to accessibility
for all students. Our organization feels that it
can assist in this effort by sharing our concerns
with you
Daniel Thue
Member, MIS
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“ S im o n S e z ”

To the Editor:

11

. n ".e
t :u.r' n

Ron Faurot
To The Editor:

nth“Mr. Simon Sez”

IBOB SCHAFFER

Simon Sez to grab your friends and come to the Field House Arena and I
’ help Grand Valley State College BREAK THE WORLD’S RECORD for the|
number of people playing the game Simon Sezl
Simon Sez that if the last person left standing can remain up for 30
seconds they will get his paycheck of $110011 Simon Sez that he will be|
giving out lots of prizes and trophiesl
So come on over - - HA HA - - GOTCHA!! Simon Sez to come and join in|
the fun and put Grand Valley State on the map!

Thursday, April 10th

9:00 p.m.
Field House Arena
FREE

LOOKING FOR
PART TIME W ORK?"
Seek it at

UNITED PARCEL
SERVICE
$8.00 PER HOUR.

Picture a football game halftime with no
marching band. This is the picture facing
Grand Valley State for the fall 1986 football
season.
Earlier in the semester students involved in
the marching band were informed that William
Root, founder and director of the band, would
no longer be the band's leader. No whys or
wherefores were offered; only the fact that Root
was out.
A long period of shocked silence followed.
Student leaders sought in vain for answers none were given.
With no information
(lowing down from the department chair,
rumors began to circulate
Now. with early registration behind us, a
substantial portion of the band's personnel will
not be returning to march in the fall. Knowing
this and the fact thai recruiting is down, the
student leaders have devised a petition with a
Jeur message
reinstate Root or recruit a
whole new hand
Ihis is probably news to the majority of the
student bodv
No information has been
published as ot yet. because there was none to
print. The band’s leaders have dec ided it’s been
quiet too long
V. e refuse to sit and watch as the future of
•ur priigram is decided by those who don t quite
realize how tar weve progressed. We would
appreciate letters ot support for the marching
band program addressed to the chair of the
Music Department Express your concern
Help Grand \ alley keep her marc hing band
Hart Junker
f ield ( <>mmander
( ;\ SC Marching l.akers
See Letters pg 12

Available Shifts are;
4am to 9am
and
10pm to 3am

CONSIDER THE
ADVANTAGES...
*Good pay
*Convinient hours
*No week ends
CONTACT
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
■SIF.DMAN HOUSE.

ARDEN*

PHOTO*MART/AUDIOVISUAL, INC.
000W.Fulton• (irandRapids. Ill 49504• Phone(616)456-7881
3 block? east of John Ball Park
Your Complete Camera Store
"Arden's is celebrating 5 years of-success
at their Fulton location, and 32 years ot business
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The Road to Alaska: Beware of the mighty grizzly
Well friends and neignoors her I am
again. While I was trying to decide
what I'd tell you about in this article a
recent issue of the National Geographic
caught my eye. In it they did a series
on "The Might Grizzley Bear".
Since I have a few stories of my own
I thought I'd take a peek. The article
#was accompanied by numerous pictures
of the bears in all activities.
By far the best however was a
sequence of shots showing first, a man
fighting a salmon, the next frame
shows a bear's head at the riverside,
poking out of the brush intently eyeing
the hooked salmon. In the next frame
the bear has pounced on the fish and has
his jaws clamped around it. The
expression on the mans face shows it
all, he appears to bo trying to not to
panic (and not succeeding). Personally

I think if he had set his drag a little
tighter be could have had a dandy fight
on his hands. Fortunately my personal
experiences with bears have been very
brief. Usually because, although I may
be armed, I do not want to end my life
by going down in a blaze of glory.
Facing a charging grizzley may sound
romantic but I prefer to make tracks, as
fast as possible. I suppose my sense of
self survival overcomes all urges to be
macho!
I guess my first experience with
bears could only be called humerous.
The night was as dark as it gets. We
had gone to bed about an hour before,
having eaten a salmon for supper, I
guess the bear must have smelled the
remnants in the frying pan. The first
hint of trouble was when my partner
woke me up asking what in the_____

was making all of the noise. B^ing
half awake I didn't pay much attention.
Suddenly that finally honed instinct for
self preservation sent a message, loud
and clear, to my foggy brain. The
message, to put it politely, was along
the lines of wake up you idiot,
rightlnow! My first move was to reach
for my riot gun. Oops! I left it on the
table outside. After determining where
the noise was coming from I sprang
out, stark naked, to the picnic table and
grabbed old faithfull. I guess in this
case I would rather go down fighting
than to run off into the woods naked,
with my luck I’d probalby get lost
Another encounter occui ed when we
camped at a small park for the night.
We had worked the previous day, so,
naturally our clothes snelled like a giant
salmon. We had put them on a sturdy

line and hung them up to air out.
Sometime that night a bear came into
camp and tore them down. There were
footprints and a tattered pant leg to
verify this. I suppose the worst part is
that we never even heard it I was more
fortunate than a surveying team that
was attacked last fall. Although they
were making plenty of noise they
surprised a mother and her cubs. The
only thing that saved them is the fact
that they were spread out over about 75
yards. It mauled the first two thus
alerting the team leader. He was able to
put four bullets into the bear. The last
one stopped it. When she fell she was
close enough for the surveyer to put out
the gun barrel and nudge her - he was
lucky that time. If it had been me I
probably would have wet my pants!! Until next time....

Loans

Howto get
money out of
someone besides
your patents
Apple
lie

7////|||f!!HI|!!il!!r-

57vh rebate

Jr’s rehate

All you have to do is visit your
authorized Apple dealer byJune 30th
and take advantage of "Apples
Student Break "rebate program
Buy an Apple" He. the most
popular computer in education, anti
well send you a check lorSlSl)
Buv an Apple lie. a compact
version <>t the Apple lie and void!
get back s"S

Buv a Macinti>sir; l_!K. th<cmnputer vnu clout have to shuiv
In leant, and voull get a
SfS check
Or buv a Macintosh Plus the
computer that gives more power to
students, and get a whopping
Uivtito do
probablv pretr.

Macintosh
S12K

tor the m one\

L’lXI rvhatt-

57 H rehat,

t^j j/Y-w mifuir* •ti
arid./» VV'wJV m "Vtrfen-J .'r.uJtrriurBsoj \lXHe •mundt'r n, U* ninv c .<
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At jn julhury.txi V ■kxut'* nmr >*ju id! (SOO) SJS-9696. ext. HS.

„U< -iinv .✓ ><<rditr
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Loans con't from pg 2
The AFTs Robinson believes the
school reform movement -- often
expressed as a nebulous concern for
course "excellence" - may have helped
inspire the raises in California, if not
everywhere.
Teachers on the 19 campuses of
California State University received a
10 percent raise last year, followed by a
nine percent hike this year.
"The California legislature has been
generous the last few years," observes
Paul Worthman of the California
Faculty Association.
But Worthman warns the increases
are being used as bait by trustees, who
are trying to wrest more control from
faculty members over how campuses
are run.
As part of their*proposal to raise
salaries by 6.8 percent next year, for
example. Cal State's trustees suggested
procedural changes in the way they
could award bonuses and make
promotions without consulting faculty
members as rigorously as they do now
"This is really demoralizing to the
faculty, it's really a nasty thing."
asserts Prof. Ann Birge of Cal State at
Hayward.
In Colorado, legislators are offering
higher salaries in return for closer
control over the kinds of courses and
graduate programs certain state
campuses can offer.
Nevertheless, "I don't see quid pr<>
quo' (the pracuce, in this case of trading
campus influence for higher salaries) aa nauonal trend," Robinson says
Moreover, professors in some state-- particularly those dependent on the
depressed energy economy
won't he
getting raises at all.
Louisiana professors, for example
have had only one raise in four years
and the high education budget could he
cut by another 2Q percent next year
reports Horace Fairlamb of the
Louisiana Federation of Teachers
"It s been very bad,” he adds. There
are people looking elsewhere, espeaallv
this year ”
In general, though, Molotsky and
Eymonene think faculty salaries will
keep ns mg for a year or two more
Beyond that, they forecast lower
federal support for colleges, which mav
make continued increases in reaJ income
more difficult.
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New student lobby group emerges to
WASHINGTON, D .C (CPS) - A
new student lobbying group emerged
last week with a press conference
denouncing President Reagan's proposed
budget cuts, amid charges it was just
another group founded to salve a student
politician's wounded ego.
Disclaiming such charges, John
Allen, director of the new National
Student Roundtable’s (NSRT's)
Washington office, says his group is
just trying to protect student interests
in Congress.
The roundtable's emphasis, he adds,
"is solely higher education."
As a result, the group will compete
for legislators' attention with the
long-established U.S. Student
Association (USSA).
Groups as diverse as the Young
Americans for Freedom, the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee,
the National Student Lobby, Students
for a Democratic Society and, in 1978,
the American Student Association
(ASA) have spun off from USSA in the
past to try to establish an alternative
student voice in Washington.
The splinter groups often began for
ideological reasons - claiming USSA
either spent too much time on
"nonstudent issues" like abortion, or
was too liberal, or, in the sixties,
wouldn’t treat civil rights or anti-war
issues - or for more personal reasons.
In 1978, for example, student Tom
Duffy began ASA only after losing a
campaign for the USSA chairmanship.
Some USSA officials trace NSRT's
origins to another disappionted seeker
of a USSA office.
Melvin Lowe, formerly president of
the Student Center at City University
of New York (CUNY), lost a summer

campaign for the USSA presidency
before becoming a NSRT co-founder.
"We see it as sour grapes," says
Cecilia Ham, USSA's legislative
director.
She also says Lowe did much of the
organization spadework for NSRT
while improperly prolonging his term,
a charge confirmed by a Student Center
spokeswoman at CUNY.
The CUNY spokeswoman claims
Lowe, who couldn't be reached for
comment, ultimately resigned his office
after being enjoined in a suit from
extending his term of office and using
Center funds

Allen, however, relies that Lowe was
only one of three co-founders - Jim
Schmidt of the Minnesota Student
Association and DaMone Hale of the
Cal State Student Associations were the
others - and that organizational work
began almost a year before the USSA
elections.
Whatever the origins of the new
group, there is interest in it.
"We looked around after we found
that the Coalition of Independent
College and University Students
(another student lobbying group on
Washington) weren’t doing the job,
attended the USSA meetings last
summer, and decided we wanted
something different," says Jeff Serrecini
of the Independent Student Associations
of New York.
Eight state student associations - one
from Albany, N.Y., one from New
York City, and ones from Washington,
D.C., California, Florida, Minnesota
and Texas - already have joined, Allen
says.
But CUNY's spokeswoman says its
NSRT membership is tenuous,
approved during a crisis about Lowe’s
stay in office.
"We haven't paid our dues (to NSRT)
yet," she says, "but we haven't
rescinded our membership. There will
likely be another vote."
Some 500 student groups - mostly
student governments at individual
schools - belong to USSA, Ham says.
The NSRT, however, generally
recruits statewide student groups, and
hopes to sign on six more by late
spring.
USSA and NSRT also differ in the
way they make decisions, both Ham
and Allen agree.
>-■
"USSA's policies are decided through
grassroots representation at annual
meetings," Ham says. "All students
have input on decision-making."
Allen agreed there is a difference in
organizational approach. "We are a
coalition of state student associations
which act through their leader," he says.
"It seems to work best for us to let
state leaders make decisions."
NSRT also avoids taking stands on
"nonstudent issues."
"We avoid expressing such views,
because we’re seeking bipartisan
support on higher education issues,"
Allen explains.

denounce Reagan

"Some of our members feel that
USSA sometimes slights or damages
higher education questions because of
its concern for international and social
policies," he says. "Forcing these
views can drive off some groups who
may disagree on particular issues."
Supporting Allen, Serrecini adds,
’’It’s not a matter of a left-right split,
but the kinds of issues that USSA
addresses. We’re exclusively into
higher education problems such as
student aid, education authorization and,
for us, definitions of independent
student status."
"We were particularly impressed with
NSRT's ability recently to get the
members of the House subcommittee
on secondary education to come before
student representatives and spell out
their views on these subjects. That's
something, getting congressmen to
answer to us.”

Committee aides, who requested
anonymity, were also impressed. "It
was set up like a forum," one said.
"They handled it well."
"They're legitimate in their concern
for higher education," concurs Bill
Ford, director of the Cal Tech student
association in Los Angeles. "Our
members might lean their way, except
that USSA. is more oriented to the
West. We're likely to affiliate with both
organizations."
Joanna Richard of the University of
Wisconsin United Council objected
only to NSRT's approach to
decision-making.
"We are more
grassroots oriented,” she says. "The
executive approach is not as effective
for us."
USSA's Ham agreed. "The executive
approach may appeal to some state
student associations, but it will be
unpopular with students on campus."

Family Health Care
f at its Best
a r A N D A L E M E D IC A L C E N T E R
3 9 5 0 Lake M ichigan D r., N.W.
Grand Rapids, MI 4 9 5 0 4

Dr. Norman Weber, D.O.
Dr. Earie Reynold*, D.O.
Dr. Roy Bulson, D.O.
Allergies
L ab oratory
X -rays
O b stetrics

M inor Surgery
P ediatrics
P hysical T h erapy
G y n eco l og.

P hysician on caU a t all tim es, call: 453-2 4 2 9 .-*
M on-Fri
9 :3 0 - 5 :0 0
M on. even in gs 6 :0 0 - 9 : 0 0
gat
9 :3 0 - 1 2 :0 0

7 m in u tes ea st o f cam p u s

E N C O R E W O R D P R O C E S S IN G
D A T A S E R V I C E — .............- ............. ~
T e r m p a p e r s , r e p o r ts , re s u m e s, c o v e r
letters a n d g e n e ra l correspondance.
-P r o o fr e a d in g a n d re v isio n s—
C a ll
cam pus

K a th y

4 5 7 - 6 0 5 V C lo s e

R eco rd er,

p le a s e

to

le a v e

m e ssa g e

Student Art Exhibit features
variety of quality works
By F.ric Skoglund
Staff W riter
The Student Art Exhibit is open
from now until April 18 in the Calder
Gallery. Just over fifty pieces were
selected from the one hundred
submitted.
The Exhibit, which
contains predominately paintings,
prints, and photography, also contains a
number of drawings as well as 3-D
pieces.
Dellas Henke, Pnnt Instructor and
manager of the Gallery voiced pleasure
with both the entries as well as the
judging of the show, "I think this is the
best Student Show I've seen here." He

sees the Exhibits strengths as the
varietv of styles as well as a relative
technical mastery of the varied
disciplines
Approaches in style range from the
surreal photographs of Mark Harrell to
the expressive realism of Joe
Zapatowski. A $200.00 purchase prize
went to Ted Christenson for his
expressive painting "Mealtime".
The opening will be this Thursday,
April 10, from 4:00pm until 7:00pm in
Calder Fine Arts The normal Gallery
hours are 10:00 to 5 00. weekdays, but
the Gallery will be open before and after
the play, "The Real Inspector Hound".
over the weekend

■

Hairloft Tanning Room

We’ll make you feel beautiful all over
Special $46 per package of 10 with coupon
regular $6 per visit
Call 895-7161 - Hairloft, near the Goalpost

1
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Before you m ake
a long distance com m itm ent,
m ake sure you know
w hat you’re

It F le tc h e r Chris tia n and Captain Bliyh had
known what bri n y stuck in t h e s a m e boat
would me an, c h an c e s are nrit tier would have
set foot aboard.
And if volire stuck in the s a m e boat with a tony
dis ta nce c o m pan y that doesn't yivr you all the
scrvK'es vou need, it’s t-as\ to ha rbo r mutim
’ houyht -

You’ll yet trouble-tree. Trimble s e r \ h r. Im m e d ia te
c o n n e c ti o n s even d uri ng th e busiest hours.
( i u a r a n t e e d 00% and 40% d is c o u n t s off our I )av
Rate on state to- st at e calls. And o p e r a t o r s to
assist you wit h im m e dia te credit tor w rony
n u m b e r s arxl collect calling
wi when youre asked to i honsr a lony distant e
"i;i[Mi:\. uy:. ab< >ard with -VIC I With ATCI l.miy
I M' t . i n< *■% ■r • a t ■. >■c i !I !K■\ t ■i ’ h i '! ’ ■'' ;1;i It"

Reach out and touch som eone '

AT&T
The right choice.

Living'
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A t Large
Nyet tc/nuclear testing

C C C en

Roadman

BOSTON -- Bernard Lown hasn't
much time to. rest on his Nobel laurels.
On this achingly beautiful morning, the
cardiologist and winner of the Peace
Prize is at his desk talking again, or
talking still, about nuclear testing.
The co-president of International
Physicians for the Prevention of
Nuclear War got involved in the
arms-control, anti-nuclear, peace
movement - whatever you want to call
it - because of his concern about
nuclear tests. Back in the early 1960's,
he remembers, when superpowers were
exploding nuclear bombs in the
atmosphere, "We collected baby teeth,
and proved that Strontium 90 entered
the food chain.”
Nuclear testing was driven
underground, but despite a million
Hiroshimos in the nuclear arsenal, it
hasn’t been stopped. In fact, this very
day is the last in the moratorium the
Soviets have called and kept by
themselves since July. If we go
through with our own plans for an
April 16 test, the Soviets will resume
testing and we will have lost yet

another chance.
Since last summer, Gorbachev has
taken the lead in proposals as well as
propaganda. He halted Soviet testing
and asked Americans to join in. He
asked for 50 percent cuts in nuclear
arsenals and a 15-year plan for
eliminating nuclear weapons. Only last
weekend he offered to meet to discuss
ending tests.
The Reagan administration has
countered all these proposals by
speaking in a foreign tongue: nyet,
nyet, nyet. We seem to have switched
roles. As Paul Wamke, the former
arms-control negotiator, said, the
Soviets are offering us our own
proposals for arms control and we can't
"take yes for an answer."
It is as if the superpowers are in a
relationship cursed with bad timing.
One presses for a commitment and
when the other finally comes around
and says yes, the first dances away.
Dr. Lown knows something about
that international role reversal firsthand.
After receiving the Peace Prize, he had a
three-hour interview with Gorbachev,

but he has yet to receive even an
acknowledgement from the White
House. On the larger scale, he says
with deep frustration, "Every American
President has supported test bans until
Reagan."
The doctors have won a Nobel Prize,
but the patient has note yet taken the
first step to recovery:
the
comprehensive test ban. "If we ask
what has driven the arms race, it is the
ever greater sophistication of
technology," Lown repeats. "If the
qualitative change in weapons is what's
made the age so unstable and insecure,
then stopping the testing will slow the
process."
The White House claims, in part,
that we need tests to check the weapons
we have now. But in fact, testing is
the starting gun for any arms race. We
test for the weapons of the future. It is
clear that Reagan prefers a defense BY
arms to a control OVER arms. The
summit was the pacifier; "Star Wars" is
the policy.
We have lived with the nuclear arms
race for so long and with such a sense

of helplessness that ordinary citizens
have become nearly immune to the
reality, and passive toTThe possibilities
for change. "Imagine yourself walking
around your whole life with a revolver
pointed at the back of your head," says
Dr. Lown. "You would say, 'This guy
has to be straitjacketed.'" If, however,
you feel powerless, you might prefer to
look straight ahead.
Today, when the Soviets are talking
our line, asking us to say yes to our
own test-ban proposals, we have to
allow this atomic revolver into our
peripheral vision.
When the
government won't agree to America's
own proposals, we still have leverage.
In the Congress, there is a bill that
would cut off funds for nuclear testing
for six months, unlestf'Yhe Soviets'
tested.
Before the Gorbachev
moratorium, such a bill was considered
a wild peacenik proposal.
Not
anymore. Americans have another
recourse that Soviet citizens do not. As
Dr. Lown puts it, "The American
people can shout to the rooftops."
I know no way to stop the April 16
blast that will be echoed in the Soviet
Union. The chorus demanding an end
to testing sounds to me like the rag-tag
pack of peace marchers wandering
across Nevada, a voice in the
wilderness. But 1 am reassured by this
physician. Having watched the pot of
public concern for decades, Dr. Lown
says: "It's like boiling water. Nothing
happens, nothing happens, nothing
happens, and then finally there's
steam."

"Crossroads" may be big summer hit
By Matthew Clarke
Guest Writer
Ralph Macchio's new film,
"Crossroads," is being billed as one ot
this summer's big hits, and deservedly
so.
It is an interesting movie, which
infects new life into the timeworn tale
of the man who tries to regain his soul,
which he sold to the devil.
In this case the soul seller is an
octogenarian black bluesman named
Willie Brown (Joe Seneca) who has
given his soul to Legba—Afro-American
mythology's version of Lucifer--in
exchange for becoming the world's
greatest harmonica player. The deal
was earned out at a crossroads, the place
afro- American mythology designates as
the mysterious entryway to the

underworld.
As the movie opens, we find Willie

wasting away in a nursing home with
only his memories to keep him
company, until he meets 17-year-old
guitar wizard Eugene (Macchio).
Eugene agrees to bring Willie back to
his Mississippi homeland, in exchange
for a lost unrecorded song, which Willie
had supposedly learned from blues
guitar legend Paul Johnson.
The trip down to Mississippi is like
a microcasm of the lifestyle of the
blues. On the way, the two run out of
money, have a runin with the law, and
of course they put on a couple of great
"gigs.” However, despite all that
Eugene goes through, he never gets that
lost song from Willie. Nevertheless,
the movie ends when Eugene wins back
the old man's soul by outdu&ling

Hamilton and Maat
By Amy Klorkorn
Staff W riter
! heatre Grand Valley s production ot
1, m Stoppard’s "The Real Inspector
Hound’ is an amusing take-otf ot the
British Murder Mystery genre.
The play opened March 28 to a cozy,
receptive audience.
Director Laura Gardner Salazar had
;he right idea in choosing members of
’he professional group United Stage
Those members include Gina Gaskill
Felicity) and Tim Cusack (Simon).
Cusack gives a clever performance of a
Frenchman who is always on the make
The play concerns two theater cntics.
V ,on (Tom Hamilton) and Birdboot

Gars Maat) who start out watching a

Legba's guitar "assasin", in a
scintillating electric showdown.
Despite the interesting storyline,
ultimately this is a movie about blues
music. However, it's also a movie
about "the blues", and until one
watches this movie, one d o esn t
appreciate the nature of the intrinsic
connection between "the blues and
blues music.
By becoming intimately involved in
the trials and travels of the blues
musicians in this movie, we begin to
appreciate the communal nature of the
relationship between blues performer
and blues audience.
Michael S. Harper, in his liner notes
to the album "John Coltrane", writes
that the typical blues audience "assumes
we' even though the blues singer sings

T." Creating this sense of community
is part of the blues artist's effort to
establish an atmosphere where an
analysis of life's problems can take
place.
This necessary "analytic distance” is
achieved through the use of verbal and
musical irony. For instance, Billie
Holiday, in "Fine and Mellow",
concludes a recital of the wrongs her
man has done her with the ironic
observation that, "Love is like a fauce/
it turns off and on/ Sometimes when
you think it's on baby/ it has turned off
and gone." This kind of self-mockery
and irony pulls tffl^lues away from a
total surrender, and leads to the
emotions that life's problems bring on.
Moreover, the vocal techniques of
blues singers also help create the desired
"Crossroads" con't from pg 9

are excellent in "Hound"

British who-dunit, eventually only to
be drawn right into the production
themselves by a rival critic, Puckendge
, Pat Bosley ). He is disguised as
Magnus, a brother to the missing, and
supposedly deceased Albert. Puckendge
has set the whole false production up in
order to get revenge on his two fellow
critics
Birdboot is first to be drawn into the
play by answering a phone call on stage
from his wife during an intermission
when the actors are absent. Birdboot is
then manipulated into the plot and is
shot, to the dismay of Moon. Moon
then goes on stage to investigate, also
getting involved in the action and is
shot, but not before he deduces that the
character of Magnus is really
Puckendge, his power hungry rival. See Pg 12

a scene fr o m

Lyons.

the pla y. "The R eal Inspector H o u n d "

Photo

by

Patty
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Liviuii!
CAN YOU WRITE?
CAN YOU DRAW?
CAN YOU TAKE PIC TU R ES?
GOOD AT LAY-OUT?
THE LANTHORN NEEDS YOU
19 8 6 - 1 9 8 7
CONTACT THE LANTHORN AT

895-3120

terry Street
Plasma Center
645 Cherry S.E.
454-8251
Hours for donations
M - Th 7 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
T & F b a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Closed Wednesdays

’HELP OTHERS & RECEIVE A
$10 B O N U S W ITH YOUR
’FIRSTPLASM A DONATION,]
PLUS THIS COUPON
$7 for first visit during the week
$12 for second .visit during the week
Earn extra income weekly by donating plasma.

This is not about rock-n-roll. It is
about a little fascination of mine -names.
Adding prestige to names has been a
common practice for years. The
Mrs.-Ms.-Miss controversy was a big
part of the women's ERA movement of
the seventies.
There is nothing men like better than
to be called Mister. I know I was
moved to blush one day, when a little
kid called me Mister. It is hard to
imagine that you can be a Mister, just
like dad.
Today's world has become overrun
with Misters.
Hungry? Let's go to "Mr. Steak",
or how about "Mr. Taco", or "Mr.
Fish". No thanks. I think I'll just
have a "Mr. Goodbar".
"Oh no, my car is running a bit loud,
think I'll go to "Mr. Muffler". "You
say it's more than just a muffler
problem? Then you better go to Mr.
Goodwrench'". Of course you get a flat
on the way, time to stop at "Mr. Tire".

Star Search draws large crowd
By Amy Klofkorn
Staff W riter
Grand Valley's first annual Star
Search competition premiered Thursday
night at Kirkhof Center to a standing
room only crowd.

1 2 ,5 0 0 JOBS . . . In a ll M ich ig an C ounties!!
The Michigan Youth Corps is now accepting applications for summer
jobs. Earn up to $1,000 over a six-to eight-week period at $3.35/hour.
Must be:

★ 18 through 21
★ unemployed
★ A Michigan resident.
Applications available at your placement office, Michigan Employment
Security Commission (MESC) offices. Call the Youth Corps toll-free at
1-800-652-7124 for more info.

If You Don’t Know

D IA M O N D S
Know Your Jeweler

For special prices on diamonds, watches
& jewelry, visit your nearest

You turn on the television and hear a
gentle whisper, "Hi boys and girls.
Today's word is coffee pot. Can you
say coff-ee pot?," you are in (of course)
"Mr. Roger's Neighborhood."
But you’re too old to watch such
juvenile programs, so you switch
channels. You hear a deep grumbling
voice, "Wilbur you jerk," yes, you
guessed it - "Mr. Ed".
I'm not sure which is my favorite
Mister-titled television show of all
time. It is a toss-up, between "Mr.
Merlin" and "Mr. Belvedere".
Are you tired? I am sure "Mr.
Coffee" has something tc 'perk' you up.
Why can't Misters have a first name?
Aren't you just dying to know "Mr.
Whipple s" first name?
Maybe we can get someone to record
all the instances where Mister is used as
a name for something. Instead of all
the "Mr. Goodwrenches" and "Mr.
Coffees" we would have "Mr. I can’t
think of a name for this"!

Two categories were judged, those of
performing arts and Comedy/
Novelty/Variety. Each performer was
judged on stage presentation, creativity
and originality, and audience response.
Judges included John Roh, band director
at Lee High School, a representative
from the fiancial aids office George
Fuller and his wife, and the band
director of Jenison High School, Ted
Bazany.
Sixteen acts competed for first,
second and third place prizes in both
categories. Winners are as follows; In
the performing arts category third place
and $25 went to Angie Moore, singing;
second place $50 was awarded to the
Keith Dudek Trio, a band which

performed their original composition
"The Choice"; First place and $100
went to Jerry Jodloski who sang and
performed his own song "Fighting
Back" on a synthesizer. In Comedy/
Novelty/Variety category third place
went to Rick Smith and Dave Detlaff (
who performed a humorous softshoe
routine; second place was awarded to
Steve Ruba and Bill Mousel who
performed Abbott and costello's "Who's
on first base?" routine.
Competition was fierce and the
judges had some hard decisions to
make. The program board wishes to
thank all those who performed and
those who turned out to watch. A
special thanks goes out to KLQ Disc
Jockey Glen Davis who acted as MC
r for the evening.
Thuisday Apnl 10 the Program Board
will be sponsoring the first annual
"Simon Sez" competition in the
Fieldhouse at 9:OOp.m.

"Crossroads”
"Crossroads" con’t from pg 9

Downtown, Rogers Plaza,
North Kent, and Woodland

4 FINE STORES TO BETTER :
HELP YOU!
S

51 Monroe Mall N.W

3150 Plainfield

1533 Wealthy S.E

2883 Wilson, Grandville

analytic atmosphere. Perhaps the most
famous-and most imitated-- techniques
of blues music is the process of
repeating words and phrases in a
deliberately random manner.
For
instance a blues artist might sing,
"Gonna walk to de graveyard," then
immediately follow with, "oh, to de
graveyard..de graveyard yea..."
At its worst--in rock music- this
technique becomes no more than a
meaningless vocal calisthemc, but at its
best it can disengage meaning from
feeling. Put another way, the singer
objectifies the emotional content of the
song through this technique; he places
the situation in relief as an object for
discussion.
The internal strategy of the blues is
one of action, not contemplation
Mary people think blues music is just
a form of wallowing in one's sorrows,
and to a certain extent it is. However.

the "wallowing" of the blues is all part
of an effort to deal with a problem--tu
think about it. (Compare this blues
strategy to that of rock music--and the
drugs that are part of its hentage-which
emphasizes "tripping").
The great novelist/philosopher
Jean-Paul Sarte described the blues
poetically in his essay "Black
Orpheus".
Fie wrote: "Perhaps to
understand the indissoiuable unity of
suffering, eros, and jot, one must have
seen the Black men of Harlem dance
frenetically to the rhythm of "blues". It
is as if the negro suffering carries
■within itself us own refusal; it is by
nature a refusal to suffer."
In the end, blues music is indeed a
solution to 'the blues." Thus, a movie
could be made about how blues music
managed to save a man's soul from the
devil
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20 bands to compete in second state Airband
By Rodd Monts
E ditor-In-C hief
It's almost airband time once again,
mock rockers from across the state are
coming for the Second Annual
State-Wide Airband Competition, April
12th at 8:00p.m.
Twenty bands will perform in this
year's concert. Over eleven colleges
will be represented this year, from
schools such as; Calvin College,
Eastern, Northern and Oakland
Universities, Grand Rapids Junior
College, and Kendall School of Design.
A total of $1000 in prize money will
be awarded, with $500 going to the first
place group.
Robin Meyerink, chairperson of the
Concert Committee is optomistic about
the event, and feels that the state-wide
competition may be better than the
Fall's event. "I think the state-wide is

better than the Fall. We have 20 bands,
with no duplicate songs. So, it should
be pretty good," said Meyerink.
The atmosphere at the state-wide
competiton is livlier, because many
students from other colleges attend also.
The state competition was set up to
enhance the quality of the concerts,
"The idea of the state (concert) was to
keep the competition competitive," said
Meyerink.
This year the committee also wants
to prevent duplicate acts, as last year 3
bands performed the song "The Bird",
by the Time. "I don't think it (last
year's competition) was the best we've
had," she said, "we had too many
Times."
Approximately 2500 people attended
85's show, and Meyerink is confident
of another good turnout. The ticket
price is $2.00 at the door.

Students shine in 11th Annual Honors Concert
By Bill Getty
Staff W riter
Five of Grand Valley's brightest
music students illuminated the stage of
the Louis Armstrong Theatre last
Sunday. The audience of students,
faculty, and family who attended the
11th Annual GVSC Honors Concert
were treated to an hour of quality music
and voice.
Five students were chosen on an
audition basis for this year's concert.
The Grand Valley State Orchestra also
performed three times during the
afternoon.
Soprano Laura Snoor started the
program by singing ”Seil Ciel mi
Divide" by Niccola Piccini. She was
accompanied on the piano by Ellen
Pool. Snoor is majoring in music
education at GVSC, and is a veteran of
voice, with over seven years of
experience. She hopes to teach voice in
the West Michigan area after
completing her work at Grand Valley.
Tim Steepe, a junior seeking a
Bachelor of Music with an applied tuba
major, continued the afternoon's
program by performing Bach's Sonata
in E fiat, I Allegro. Steepe was the
only student musician chosen to
perform at the concert. He will be
using his skills this summer when he

King
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Doreanna G ould smiles fo r Italy, as she attends to one o f over 18 booths set
up fo r the E thnic F estival Photo by Patty Lyons.

tours the U.S. with the Madison Drum
and Bugle Corps.
Donna Doetsch, one of two
sophomores chosen, performed
"Faites-lui mes aveux" from Faust.
Doetsch is a voice major and was
accompanied on stage by J ill Meeuwsen
on the piano.
Sharon Hill, a GVSC junior and
music minor, followed Doetsch with a
soprano version of "Dover Beach", a
poem by Matthew Arnold. She was
also accompanied by Ellen Pool on the
piano. Hill is involved with the GVSC
Singers, Music in Motion, her church
choir, and various community musicals
with her family in Portland.
Nina Stolarz, the only student chosen
who is not pursuing either a major or
minor in music, concluded the student
portion of the concert with a
performance of "My Heart at Thy Sweet
Voice", from Samson and Delilah.
Stolarz, a mezzo-soprano, was
accompanied by David Belcher on the
piano. She has been involved with the
GVSC Singers and Music in Motion
for two years.
The GVSC Orchestra closed the
concert, with Mozart's Titus Overture.
They had also opened with the Royal
Fireworks Overture by George Frederick
Handel. The Orchestra Brass played
Fanfare to La Peri.

King con't from pg 1

by a party and artistic showcase,
sponsored by the friends of William
James. The group will gather at the
Gaia, Coffee House ,211 Diamond SE
in G rand R apids. Concluding the day's

events will be a William James College
hot tub party, at Hubba Tubba North,
313 Plaza Dr. NE.
For more information contact Prof.
Baum or Prof. R ow e at 895-6611.

r ----------- --------------------------

Ethnic Festival showcases foreign lands
Bv Amy Klofkorn
S tarf W riter
Those who attended Grand Valley's
annual Ethnic Festival had many
delectible sights and foods to enjoy.
Eighteen different countries were
represented by students, including
members of the International Students
Club Nations represented included
Chile, East Germany, France, Holland,
Iceland, Japan, Russia, and Yugoslavia
The festival kicked off at noon last
Ihursday at the Kirkhof Center with a
, arietv of food booths w hich were
opened until 2:00 p m and reopened at
s 00 p m Various ethnic foods were
. ,,oked by students Free samples were
eiven out and food tickets could be
purchased for .50 each enabling
spectators to buy larger portions
Dishes included Russian and Polish
pirogies. Dutch tarts from Holland, and
nachos, tortillas, and tamales from the
Spain and Mexico booths
Eighteen displays were constructed
hy students The exhibits were made
up of maps, photographs, artwork and
cultural artifacts Souvenirs such as
.oins and jewelry were on displav and
fi>r sale
Approximately 60 people aliened an
international fashion show held at b 30
i he show featured many foreign
oudents in vivid, colorful native dress
All of the costumes were brought
overseas bv visiting students or were
imported
At TOO p m Rashed Taher, a student
from Bahrain, narrated a skit depicting a
Bahrainian birth ritual in which
expectant mothers believe their limbs

and joints separate at birth only to
come back together after the baby is
delivered.
Jerry Pigeon and Paul Rayfield,
representing the O ttaw a and
Potawatomi North American Indian
tribes performed unique dances which
are used as a medium of storytelling.
Pigeon, a traditional dancer, and his
son. Jerry Jr., performed some warrior
dances. They were dressed in traditional
fashion, complete with feathered
headdresses. Pigeon's youngest son,
Adam. 8, and his daughter. Elizabeth,
performed fancy dances which are more
v igorous than traditional dances 1 he
dancers concluded with an inter tribal
dance w hu h is not exclusive of anv
; annular tube lwenty three audience
members were invited to participate in
'his dance
The Ethnic Festival had been in the
anninc stages since December and
' ,rma! invitations were sent out to
participants in Januarv according to
festival coordinator Ginger Randall
Phis festival was somewhat larger than
last vears and we had a bigger turnout.
Randall plans to have another festival
;n s ' vvhi.h Will be composed of
- eghlv the same format as this vear s
I he International Students Club also
• as planned a trip to the Detroit Ax) on
'saturJav Apr;. 12 Cost is only $2.00
and the trip is 'pen to all students The
sjs will leave at
a m from the
Kirkhof Center and will return at 8p m
'here is a current 15 person limit so
reserve a space now
For more
.nformation or reservations call club
member Rashed Taher at 39^-6” 81

/A growing Church which
welcomes The Entire Family

Allendale Wesleyan
Church
O fte nn t) Min istrie s in w hic h you
can he a pan:
People Ministering to People

Sunday School 9:30 a m.
Fvery Sunday
classes for all ages 1- Adult
You will find w a r m fellows hip W
sharing h e r e ”

VUjrning w o r s h i p 10:30 a.m.
An P d i f s i n g P e ll ow s hi p
IA c m n u W o r s h i p
0() p m

For Inf or ma tio n [’ho ne S95-4S.s3
C orner
of
Scott
at
Av e r y .
Allendale
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Benefit concert planned for nuclear disamament
It was once said, "If peace . . . only
had the music and pageantry of war,
there'd be no more wars." (The Age of
Innocence, by Sophie Kerr).
It can.
A group of Grand Rapids area
musicians 'will prove it when they
donate their talents on Saturday,' April
26 at 8:30pm in the service of justice
and peace.
The M usicians for Nuclear
Disarmament will present the Fourth
Annual Benefit Concert for Humanity
at the Ladies Literary Club, 61 Sheldon
SE, Grand Rapids.
i
i ——— ■
— — i—

Proceeds wjll go to the Institute for
Global Education, a non-profit,
education-for-action organization that is
involved in disarmament, global justice
and human rights issues.
Tickets are $7 in advance, $8 at the
door, and $5 for students and
low-income. They can be picked up at
the office of the Institute for Global
Education, 415 Ethel SE. Seating is
limited.
For more information, or to make
reservations, call 454-1642 or
245-1427.
'—■*

Letters con’t from pg 5

To The Editor:
I feel I must respond to the editors
ridiculous article on the "Pervision of
Christianity". If he spent half the
amount of time learning about the
Bible as he does talking to his
"brothers" at the A.C.L.U. on ways of
saving Grand Valley from the perils of
Christianity, he would realize that some
passages in the Bible use a writing
style called an allegory. Only in the
most absurd interpretatiion would these
pas- sages be taken literally. When the
phrase "Christian Soldiers" is used it
simply means we will fight for
Christianity. The editor assumes this
means the use of weapons to wage war
on campus, but that shows the
"liberal’s" narrow mind in matters that
differ from his own.
We are able to fight for Christianity

by giving to our churches, helping
those less fortunate, by trying to bd an
example for all around us, and by
telling others of our SAVIOR. I,
personally, never felt a call to arms to
defend my faith.
In your article you mention that the
Christians are at war and I agree
completely. But the battle is not with
arms, for we are at combat with drug
abuse in our elementary schools,
teenagers committing suicide, a 50%
divorce rate, and the execution of our
unborn children; and this "pisses"
(eloquent word), the editor off. Why
don’t you concentrate your misguided
ideals elsewhere and leave those that are
really trying to do some good alone.

LANTHORN
STAFF

e Ed i t o r ( s a l a r y

p o s it io n )

1 BUSINESS MANAGER ( s a l a r y p o s i t i o n )
FACULTY ADVISOR ( s a l a r y p o s i t i o n )
•IADVERTISING MANAGER ( s a l a r y p o s i t i o n )
If-STAFF WRITERS (h o u r l y p o s i t i o n )
LAY-OUT AND DESIGN (h o u r l y p o s i t i o n )

C. Hemmes

Deadlineforapplications

Friday, April 18,1986
Contact Bob Stoll, Director of Student Activities
O r Rodd M onts, L anthorn, 895-3120
tor a job
jod description
a escriptio
Phone895-3295for

H ound
Hound con't from pg 9
Hamilton gives a fine performance as
the uptight critic while Maat plays
Birdboot who is infatuated with Lady
Muldoon (Susan Walker-Kniola) to a
tee.
Hamilton directed "When you
Cornin' Back Red Ryder?" last February
and Cusack was seen previously as
Renfield in GVSC's production of
"Dracula" last October.
The cast achieves it's goal,
developing the subtle punning, creating
a classical British farce. Mannerisms,
accents and a foggy atmosphere have all
been skillfully engineered into the plot.
The staging technique used is that of
theater-in-the-round. Tom Hamilton,
also set designer, seats the audience on
all four sides of the stage, almost

the two critics are.

The set is

drawing the audience into the action, as
sufficiently simple, but the addition of
anymore props would be distracting.
Jill Hamilton, costume designer, has
succeeded in capturing the essence of
the flapper era with clothing which fits
the opulent style of the times.
The play was fairly short, running
under two hours and 1 was left wanting
to see more.

is proud to announce cuctom made

A R T C A R V E D C O L L E G E R IN G S
Waich this space for our special
Introductory Prices!'

The "Real Inspector Hound" will be
performed at 8:00 p.m., April 4,5,11
and 12 at the Louis Armstrong Theater
in the Calder Fine Arts center.
Tickets are $4.50 general admission,
$2.50 for GVSC students and senior
citizens.

Allendale Women's
Ghristian Temperance
Union Asks . .

BEER, LIQUOR, WINE,
KEG BEER,LOTTERY
|TICKETS,POST OFFICE
H O U R S:
M — TH 7am -11 pm
FRI Et S A T 7 a m - 12 Midnight
SUN 9 a m -9 pm
IN S TA N DALE 4 5 3 -1 0 0 7

Michael Kathe, a student at
Arizona State University,
is paralyzed from the chest
down Two years ago. he
and some friends drove
home from a bar They
were all drunk, and the
driver ran off the road.
"For that one night of
$20.00 worth of alcohol,
I'm going to be spending
the rest of my life in a
w heelchair," he told
participants in the ninth
annual Phoenix Youth
Town Hall.

Sponsored by Varner i*l Hardwars

ASK'
ABCXJT

/TO K V ED

O O P
EASY I
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PLANS j

$
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Johnson throws no-hitter
By Rodrick Wells
Sports E ditor
The golden arms of Trish Johnson
and Heidi Parent combined for a school
record of 38 scoreless innings. The
highlight of the streak was a no-hitter
pitched by Trish Johnson.
Johnson faced 23 batters which is
two over the limit for a perfect game.
Johnson added 9 strikeouts in her
second no-hitter of her career. This was
the seventh no-hitter in Grand Valley's
history. The Lakers edged Aquinas 1-0
in the first game of the streak. The
only run of the game came on a
sacrifice fly by Liz Baker in the sixth
inning. Annette Ulasich was on third
base, after getting a single and
advancing on an overthrow.
In the second game freshmen Heidi

Parent pitched a one-hitter to pace the
Lakers to a 2-0 victory.
The Lakers then traveled to Holland
and shutout Hope in a twinbill.
Johnson won the first game by a score
of 2-0. Parent was the winning pitcher
in the second game as the Laker's
cniised 4-0.
Grand Valley continued their streak
in a tournament held at Southern
Illinois University. The Lakers mercied
Southern Indiana 8-0 as Parent pitched
3 2/3 innings. The Lakers then shutout
Greenville 11-0 in 5 innings, with
Johnson getting the win.
The Laker's scoreless streak ended
against 9th ranked Northwest Missouri
as Missouri scored 2 runs in a losing
cause. The Lakers edged Missouri 3-2.
The Lakers are 10-7 and haven't
played a game at home yet

Wolverines sweep Lakers
By David Anthony
Staff W riter
The Lakers opened the Northern part
of their schedule last Monday at the
University of Michigan. The 9th
ranked W olverines swept the
doubleheader by scores of 7-0 and 6-2.
On Tuesday, the Lakers played a single
game against Aquinas College, losing
14-4 The Saints took advantage of a
strong wind to hit 6 home runs.
On Wednesday Grand Valley traveled
to Columbus, Ohio to play Ohio
Dominican College.
The Lakers
dropped both ends of the double header
by identical scores of 10-5.
Thursday the Lakers moved over to
Valparaiso, Indiana to battle the
Crusaders of Valparaiso University. In
the opener, Grand Valley fought back
several times to tie the score, but a
rally in the seventh inning fell two runs
short as the lakers lost 11-9. The
second game saw Mark Weldy and Jon
Swisher combine to scatter 8 hits for
four runs as the Lakers snapped their
six-game losing streak, 8-4.
Grand Valley hosted Indiana-Purdue
at Ft. Wayne on Saturday for their
home opener. Unfortunately for the
Mastadons the Lakers were not very
hospitable to their guests, winning
13-3 in five innings and 12-7.
In the opener, Mark Dewey picked up
his first victory of the season.

scattering three hits in the mercy-rule
shortened game. The Lakers scored five
times in the first inning to put the
game away early and then scored five
more in the fifth to finish the game.
The big blow for the Lakers was first
baseman Scott Ferguson's grand slam
in the fifth.

The second game saw the Lakers

JMongalian wrestlers invade Grand Valley
By John Staten
Staff W riter
On Tuesday, March 25 at Grand
Valley State's Field House the
Mongolian National Wresting Team
took on the United States Olympians
and NCjCA All-Americans.
The Mongolian team dominated the
match with wins in every weight class.
Three of their wrestlers won their
matches before the end of the allotted
time period.
T. Sukhbator, who won the 1986
World Cup Silver Medal, took a 9-8
decision over Tim Vanni of California
State Bakersfield in the 105.5 pound
(48 kilogram) weight class.
In the 114.5 pound (52 kilogram)
weight class 1986 World Cup Silver
Medalist N. Burgeda took a 10-3
decision over William Waters of the
University of Michigan.
K. Battuul, ranked in the World
Championship Top Ten, took on Jeff
Henderson in the 125.5 pound (57
kilogram) weight class and ended the
match with 1:43 remaining. Battuul
showed excellent quickness and
wrestling skills.
In the 136.5 pound (62 kilogram)
weight class A. Enkhe, the 1986 World
Cup Gold Medalist, took a 9-2 decision
over Joe McFarland from the University
of Michigan. *
In'the 149.5 pound (68 kilogram)

Z. Duvchin, ranked in the \tforId
Championships Top Ten, rounded out
the evening with a 8-0 decision over
Jerry Curby, of the University of
Michigan, in the 198 pound (98
kilogram) weight class.
The Mongolian team coached by
Dundinsharu was in excellent condition
and possessed great wrestling skills. At
times, their aggressiveness seemed to
intimidate their opponents. This was a
great event for the college and the
community.

come back from a 7-3 deficit by

exploding for eight runs in the sixth
inning. Greg VanDyke started the rally
by leading off with a single and finished
it by hitting a three-run homer. In
between, the Lakers used a pair of
walks, singles by Mike Hammerle and
Tom Regan, and doubles by Dave
Ehlert and Tim Lavigne to do the
damage.
The Lakers went ahead to split games
with Michigan State. The Lakers won
the first game by a score of 10-5. They
were aided by Tim Lavigne's grand slam
home run. Mark Weldy won, making
him 3-0. The Spartans took the second
game by an 8-6 count.
In the GLIAC opener Grand Valley
split a couple of games with Ferris
State. Grand Valley squeezed past
Ferns in the first game by a score of
10-9, and then lost the mtecap 5-4 with
Ferris scoring 3 runs in the bottom of
the seventh inning.
The Lakers are 9-13 overall and 1-1
in the conference.

Druids pound Rebels
By Rodrick Wells
Sports Editor
Bring on the Celtics! The Druids
thoroughly dominated a good Rebel
Squad as they thrashed them by a score
of 50-38.
The Druids started the game with fire
in their eyes, as they shot out to a 8-2
lead. The Druids then spurted again and
led 15-4 as the Rebels called timeout.
Randy Spangler led the assault with
8 points in the First half. The Druids
led 25-16 at the half.
The Druids maintained their

H am m erle goes 10 for 10
—%

H1G RAPIDS -When Grand Valles s
sophomore third baseman Mike
Hammerle popped out to first base to
end the sixth inning of Sunday's second
game against Ferris State, he did
something that he hadn't done in three
games-he made an out.
It all started Thursday in the first
game of a double header against
Michigan State. In his fourth and last
trip to the plate in that game he
singled. Then, in the second game
against the Spartans, Hammerle singled

weight class B. Bold, who took second
place in the 1986 World Cup, stopped
Mark Toarmina of Grand Rapids Junior
College with 1:45 remaining because
NCAA rules state that the referee must
get an o.k. from all judges to call a
technical fall.
In the 163 pound (74 kilogram)
weight class L. Enkhbayor led 15-1 and
won the match on a technical fall over
Craig McManamon of Wildcat W.C.
In the 180.5 pound (87 kilogram)
weight class the United States team
came as close as they would come all
evening to a win as Kevin Hill, of the
University of Michigan, led 3-2 at the
en^ of the first period. But his
opponent P. Sukbat showed excellent
conditioning in the second period to
come back for a 9-5 decision.

three times and walked once
Sundas. in the opener against the
Bulldogs, Hammerle had four more
singles and walked once to extend his
streak to eight straight hits In the
nightcap he singled his first two times
at bat to stretch the streak to ten for
ten, and walked on his next trip to the
plate to extend his on-base streak to 13
Hammerle raised his batting average
11U points during the streak, going
from 340 (17 hits in 50 at -bats) to
450 (27 of 50)

photo by Patty Lyons

domination in the second half. The
Rebels never came closer than 9 points.
The Druids used an array of fastbreaks,
solid passing, and great team defense to
dismantle the Rebels.
The Rebels bright spot was Jerry
Pettway. He kept the Rebels in the
game with a variety of short jumpers.
The Druids were led by Randy Spangler
with 15 points, followed by Greg Pruit
with 12 and Gary Carter with 10. Jeff
Holving scored all of his 7 points in
the first half. Pettway led the Rebels
with 22 points, and Ray Buckner added
7.
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Chewing tobacco harmful to college athletes
(CPS) -- Even as the surgeon
general, the American Cancer Society
and the New England Intercollegiate
Baseball Association last week joined
in coincidental unison to call for bans
on all advertising for chewing tobacco,
an Eastern Carolina University
professor released a study showing that
more than one out of every five male
collegians dip or chew tobacco.
Still other preliminary data released
at the same time indicate that quitting a
smokeless tobacco habit may be far
more difficult than giving up smoking.
In perhaps the most surprising news
in a week of surprising smokeless
tobacco news, Eastern Carolina Prof.
Elbert Glover announced that 22 percent
of the nation's male college students
either dip or chew tobacco.
Glover and three associates asked
5,500 students nationwide about their
tobacco habits, also finding that two
percent of the females surveyed said
they used smokeless tobacco.
In recent years, of course, many
schools — Stanford, Maryland, Miami
and Pacific Lutheran, among others have restricted or simply banned
smoking in classrooms and other
campus haunts.
Few, however, have bothered to ban
smokeless tobacco use.
Last week, the New England
Intercollegiate Baseball Association
came close, asking its member schools
to ban all tobacco substances during
games and practices.

At the same time, the American
Cancer Society, meeting in Daytona
Beach, endorsed a resolution to ban all
cigarette and smokeless tobacco
advertising on electronic media to print
media, too.
In a speech to the same group,
Surgeon General C. Everett Koop
released a report finding that long-time
smokeless tobacco users are 50 times
more likely to get cheek or gum cancer
than nonusers.
"1 am very alarmed at the high rate"
of student use of substances, exclaims
Molly Laflin of Bowling Green State
University.
Laflin, who assisted Glover in the
nationwide survey, adds dipping tobacco
is far more popular than chewing it
Smokeless tobacco has become
popular on campus, she believes,
because commercials suggest it is safe,
an impression further promoted by the
number of seemingly healthy athletes
who use it.
"You look at the World Series, and
you see the players doing it," Laflin
says.
One reason may be that they can't
stop.
In a seperate study, Glover attempted
to get 41 students at an unnamed
Christian college to quit smokeless
tobacco. "They certainly had incentive
to quit," he adds, becausfe the school
threatened to expel them if they failed.
Glover found their withdrawal
symptoms were similar to smokers',

You don't have to be 21
for Comedy Den fun

Thursday is College Night

"but moreintense."
None could quit. Only one student
managed to go more than four hours
without dipping or chewing, and he
used nicotine gum, Glover reports.
The same quit-tobacco course has a
38 percent success rate among smokers.
In his nationwide study of students'
smokeless consumption, Glover found
that 23 percent of the smokers who
started puffing before they were 10 were
still smoking in college.
But 61 percent of those who began
using smokeless tobacco before they
were 10 years old were still addicted by
the time they got to college.
One reason smokeless tobacco may
be so addictive is the continuous
consumption of it by its users, Laflin
speculates, adding dippers often put a
pinch under their lip before going to
sleep.
Glover and his cohorts also found
campus use of smokeless tobacco varied
by region. The rate was highest - 28
percent -- among men at southwestern
campuses. A relatively low 15 percent
of the men at northeastern colleges
chewed or dipped, the nation's lowest
rate.

Druids crush Whatever Slammers
win coed title
By Rodrick Wells
Sports Editor
By Rodrick Wells
Sports Editor

The Lady Druids defeated Whatever
34-27 in a hard fought game.
A L L-Intram ural guard Deb
McLemore led the Druids attack with
12 points. McLemore played great
basketball both offensively and
defensively.
The Druids were in control most of
the game and led at the half 18-12.
Kathy Freske controlled the boards for
the Druids and scored 8 points to keep
Whatever at bay. Jackie Haley and Gail
Gersonde led Whatever with 8 points a
piece.

The Slammers slammed the Lobsters
52- 30
in
the
i nt r amur al
coed-championship. The Slammers
were led by Melanie Rogers with 19
points, Christi Deeward with 14 and
Mary Lidgard with 12. The Lobsters
were led by Dave Yoder with 12 points
and Patti Donegan with 10.
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Consistently funny
professional comedy

Do you want to be the
only one who knows
when you use an early
pregnancy test?
Would you prefer a test
that's totally private to
perform and totally
private to rend?
Would you like a lest
that's portable, so you
can carry it with you and
read it in private?
And how about a simple,
one step test with a dra
made color change that's
easy to read and is 98%
accurate?
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Located on Thornhill and 28th Street
East on 28th Street
5 minutes past Woodland Mall
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you. Use it, and only you
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